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A spectre is haunting London – the spectre of regeneration. Every power in the capital 
has entered into an unholy alliance to conjure this spectre: City and Westminster, 
Mayor and Minister, investor and developer. 
	 Where	is	the	Conservative	office	that	has	not	championed	estate	regeneration	
to solve the crisis in housing? Where is the Labour council that has not defended its 
implementation against accusations of social cleansing? 
 Two conclusions can be drawn from this.
 1) Estate regeneration is already acknowledged by all London authorities, 
public and private alike, to be the key to the housing crisis.
 2) It is time that Londoners threatened with regeneration understood its 
motivations, procedures and consequences, and confront this spectre not with the 
myths	invoked	by	its	proponents,	but	with	financially,	socially	and	environmentally	
viable alternatives that are in the interests of the wider London community.
 To this end, based on our design alternatives to the demolition of Central 
Hill estate, Architects for Social Housing has produced the following case study in 
estate regeneration.
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‘ASH are at the forefront of exposing the sheer folly of housing estate demolition in London. 
How, in an age when we are so concerned about environmental sustainability, do we even 
consider creating even more waste and carbon pollution through unnecessary demolition? 
How, in an age when we are so worried about the decline of social cohesion, do we even 
consider breaking up successful local communities? As this report shows so expertly, 
creative refurbishment is the way to improve housing conditions for millions of those 
living in our great city. It deserves to be read carefully and urgently, and then adopted by 
politicians and public servants on all sides of the political spectrum.’

Professor Murray Fraser
Professor of Architecture and Global Culture and Vice-Dean of Research 

Bartlett School of Architecture, Faculty of the Built Environment
University College London

‘With Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of London, now complying with Jeremy Corbyn’s policy 
that no estate should be subjected to so-called “regeneration” without a ballot of the 
residents, which must show there is support for such upheaval, there is now hope that 
the outstanding and popular housing and community of Central Hill may be saved. Having 
worked in the Lambeth Architect’s department, which I joined shortly after Rosemary 
Sjernstedt (the architect/designer of the estate) left, I am appalled at the council’s apparent 
determination to destroy the best of the building legacy created in the borough’s once 
famous department between 1964 and the early 1970s. I want to state my enthusiastic 
support for the work that ASH has done in analysing and challenging Lambeth council’s 
proposals	 and	demonstrating	 that	 an	alternative	 approach	 is	 technically	 and	financially	
feasible, which could still increase the housing numbers on the site but avoid the social 
and environmental damage. Lambeth council has to date blanked any invitation to open 
debate on the comparative merits of their proposals on the grounds of “commercial 
confidentiality”.	This	feeble	get-out	has	to	be	dropped	if	any	meaningful	ballot	is	to	take	
place.’

Kate Macintosh
Architect of Dawson’s Heights estate and Macintosh Court

‘It’s hard to overstate how vital ASH’s work has been for the growing movement of people, 
and politicians like me, who are challenging the orthodoxy around regeneration. They 
show in striking and practical ways that there is an alternative to razing our estates to 
the ground and destroying our communities. By working closely with residents they have 
not only produced better plans than the top-down councils and developers, but have 
also	inspired	those	campaigning	to	save	their	homes	to	fiercer	action,	making	them	even	
more determined to win and see their alternative vision built. This case study is a hugely 
important resource for all of us looking for a better way.’

Siân Berry
Green Party Member of the London Assembly

‘A very valuable document to have in the coming months.  Overwhelming pressure from 
Londoners in response to the mayor’s draft Good Practice Guide to Estate Regeneration 
was evidently strong enough to force him to reinstate the requirement for ballots. While the 
mayor has delayed his response on this in such a way as to wave-though a large number 
of	schemes	before	the	ballot	requirement	takes	effect,	this	is	a	sign	that	public	opinion	is	
beginning	to	influence	policy.	Sustained	pressure	from	tenants	and	other	residents,	from	
London organisations and principled professionals will be needed and ASH’s report will 
be a great help.’

Michael Edwards
Honorary Professor, Bartlett School of Planning, UCL

‘ASH’s excellent work demonstrates rigorous political and economic analysis of existing 
policy documents and reports, drawing out issues of social justice. This is not unusual for 
an activist group, but ASH’s practice goes further, and combines critique with propositions, 
showing that another world is possible, one that prioritises refurbishment over demolition, 
and provides social housing for existing communities.’

Professor Jane Rendell
Director of Architectural Research, Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL
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‘Central Hill: A Case Study in Estate Regeneration is a timely and rigorously assembled 
study that shows how and why architectural design must to be part of the argument 
for creating alternatives to the predominant ways of implementing regeneration in 
contemporary London. All too often, the critique of regeneration is undertaken through 
academic scholarship that does not yield concrete proposals, while architects are 
caught up in logics of commercial practice, becoming complicit in socially exclusionary 
development processes. ASH’s approach to the Central Hill estate marries the critical 
and the propositional, seeking to enact change in ways that do not harm its residents but 
rather build on the existing resources of established communities, the qualities of existing 
architecture, and that recognise the importance of place-attachment and established 
social bonds to well-being today and in the future. In contrast to the mainstream tabula 
rasa approach to estate regeneration then, the only dismantling that ASH carry out is of 
the tenuous case for redevelopment as a strategy for delivering socially or environmentally 
sustainable	benefits,	and	of	the	ways	in	which	viability	arguments	are	constructed	in	order	
to	promote	such	strategies	over	less	costly	renovation	and	infill	options.	ASH’s	work	also	
points to the importance of understanding regeneration as a moral issue, rooted in the 
question	of	how	social	needs,	power	and/or	greedy	capital	figure	 in	 the	motivations	of	
authorities,	developers	and	financiers	 for	 instigating	change.	All	 in	all,	 this	study	makes	
a powerful and valuable contribution to debates across the urban disciplines about the 
relationship between politics, ethics and the socio-materiality of cities.’

Dr. Juliet Davis
Architect and Reader in Architecture and Urbanism

Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff University

‘The work that Architects for Social Housing has done with the residents of Lambeth, 
including those on Central Hill estate and in Macintosh Court, is exactly the type of bottom 
up-problem solving that the Green Party espouses. ASH’s work is consistently well-
researched, and their expert help and advice has fed into Lambeth Green Party’s housing 
policy with real examples of what works for communities. Unlike the dominant model of 
‘regeneration’ currently operating in several London boroughs, including Lambeth, that 
uses spin and propaganda to confuse and bully residents into submitting to plans, the 
Green Party and ASH work alongside communities in a genuinely collaborative way. They 

look	beyond	the	status	quo	to	find	innovative	solutions	to	increase	the	supply	of	good-
quality,	genuinely	affordable	council	housing.	Therefore	we	are	very	happy	to	endorse	this	
Case Study in Estate Regeneration.’

Pete Elliott 
Co-Convenor, Lambeth Green Party

‘The	dismantling	of	the	UK’s	once	flagship	social	housing	programme	has	been	presented	
as	 inevitable,	 not	 optional	 and	 fiscally	 sensible,	 rather	 than	 a	 ticking	 time	 bomb	 for	
taxpayers. We have been led to believe that the costs of maintaining and even expanding 
the UK social housing stock are greater than those incurred by its privatisation. In reality, 
however,	selling	off	affordable	homes	adds	£4	billion	to	the	Housing	Benefit	bill,	and	 is	
fuelling a sharp rise in homelessness and poverty. Architects for Social Housing provide 
the	 evidence	 needed	 to	 prove	 that	 there	 is	 another	way:	 spotlighting	 the	 sell-offs	 and	
offering	actionable	strategies	for	saving	the	housing	stock.’

Dr. Harriet Harriss
Senior Tutor in Interior Design and Architecture

Royal College of Art

‘As the debates rage between local and national governments, political parties and 
politicians about how we solve a broken housing system, a housing crisis or a political 
argument relating to who should be allowed to live in a city, the residents who live in social 
housing	 all	 over	 the	UK	 appear	 to	 be	 insignificant.	Architects	 for	Social	Housing	 have	
put the voices and the thoughts of the residents of the Central Hill estate, a community 
facing demolition, at the forefront. The report argues that residents do not want demolition 
of	 their	 homes	 and	 ASH	 has	worked	 alongside	 them	 in	 finding	 real	 solutions	 through	
refurbishment. This is an important document which those who believe it is their decision 
what happens to this community need to read.’ 

Dr. Lisa Mckenzie 
Lecturer in Sociological Practice

Middlesex University London
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‘I am currently leading a research project on community-led social housing regeneration 
and	 I	find	Architects	 for	Social	Housing’s	approach	excellent	and	very	necessary.	Their	
work on Central Hill demonstrates a co-design approach to regeneration that carefully 
engages with the community and understands the value of the human capital and the 
existing built environment. Theirs is not an opposition to regeneration, but a thorough 
work that demonstrates through urban design evidence that an alternative approach to 
regeneration – which includes the demands and needs of the residents, and which does 
not demolish a valuable piece of architecture or displace a community – is possible.’

Dr. Pablo Sendra
Lecturer in Planning and Urban Design

Bartlett School of Planning, University College London

‘ASH’s Central Hill case study is an exemplary document, which not only tells us how it’s 
done, by pointing out and clearly describing the tactics and strategies of design within 
an engaging, elegant and economical narrative, but makes it look relatively easy. It also 
celebrates	 the	 values	 of	 the	 estate’s	 original	 design,	 to	 realise	 a	 significant	 return	 on	
Lambeth council’s original investment in realistic optimism and the resulting infrastructure 
of social good. Alas, it also bears witness to the malfeasance of a local authority which 
should have the interests of its communities at heart, and the case study is likely, tragically, 
to be the only product of its own project. What opportunities for constructive dialogue will 
have	been	wasted	due	to	pig-headedness,	financial	self-interest	or	a	heady	combination	
of	the	two?	It’s	also	a	fine	prospectus	for	ASH	itself.	As	a	piece	of	work	that	can	be	judged	
on its own usefulness and its own merits, it’s a primer for a collective that appears to be 
too	busy	‘doing’	(often	‘fighting’)	to	reflect	and	produce	self-promotional	literature	on	its	
own	account.	Their	promotion	happens	by	word-of-mouth	and	 their	efforts	are	 instead	
concentrated	on	producing,	with	evident	love,	a	selfless	guide	to	challenging	the	pervasive	
“decant,	demolish,	privatise,	rebuild	and	profit”	narrative	with	the	genuine	regeneration	of	
social housing.’

Michael Jardine
Architect, HUB Architects Ltd

‘When buildings age and neighbourhoods change, are there alternatives to the wholesale 
destruction, dispossession and displacement of communities who live there? Of course 
there are alternatives, and the architectural community is obliged to conceive and achieve 
them. The earnest proposals put forward by Architects for Social Housing are not radical 
in any way, except for the fact they address the very roots of challenges their true clients 
face. Their realistic proposals to refurbish, grow, and densify Central Hill estate, without 
displacing current residents, are common- sense responses, professionally considered and 
powerfully presented. What may appear radical to some is that the architects’ proposals 
are not contrived with the aim of pleasing those who lay claim to power, but serve instead 
the common interest of those who live in and around the estate. How shocking is that? 
Common-sense proposals conceived for the common good, in ways that can enable a 
community	to	begin	again,	with	dignity,	and	which	would	benefit	the	city	as	a	whole	by	
refusing to engage in the violence of predatory eviction and erasure. The citizens of London 
would be foolish not to embrace this ethically and ecologically responsible scheme, and to 
support	ASH	in	their	urgent	effort	to	sustain	vulnerable	but	viable	communities,	rather	than	
destroying them for the sake of novelty and voracious greed. Very few architects have the 
courage to speak truth to the abusers and hoarders of wealth and power, and the modesty 
to listen to those who have been denied a voice, but who most know what it is they desire 
and need.’

Ted Landrum
Architect and author of Midway Radicals & Archi-Poems

Department of Architecture, University of Manitoba

‘Coops for London believes that that the solution to the housing crisis lies with a 
community-led approach with a focus on homes not units. We are increasingly concerned 
that recent estate regeneration projects have not considered the needs of resident tenants 
and	leaseholders	sufficiently.	We	therefore	wholeheartedly	support	initiatives	like	those	of	
ASH that sees regeneration, as they write “not in terms of demolition and redevelopment 
but of maintenance of existing stock and sustainable increase in housing provision”.’ 

Jessica Jacobs and Emily O’Mara
Co-founders of Coops for London
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‘As many of London’s council-built housing estates are currently threatened with demolition, 
ASH have produced a timely report, Central Hill: A Case Study in Estate Regeneration. Based 
upon ASH’s “resistance by design” principles, the report provides a detailed architectural, 
financial	 and	 environmental	 critique	 of	 the	 current	 dominant	 policy	 practice	 of	 estate-
regeneration as demolition. In so doing, the report makes a compelling case as to why an 
alternative to Lambeth council’s demolition-centred approach to Central Hill (alongside 
five	other	threatened	estates)	might	be	preferable	–	not	least	from	the	standpoint	of	estate	
residents – and how such an alternative could be realised. It’s often said by proponents 
of estate demolition that housing activists have no alternative to the hegemonic model 
of “doing estate regeneration”. This report demonstrates in forensic detail what such an 
alternative could look like in practice, that is given the right political will to implement it.’

Dr. Paul Watt
Professor of Urban Studies

Birkbeck, University College London

‘I cannot praise the work of ASH enough, their tenacity and the detail of work in their 
project is exemplary. Their use of space is intelligent and carefully thought out and their 
figures	speak	for	themselves.	If	we	had	more	ASH’s	in	the	social	housing	arena	we	wouldn’t	
have a housing problem. They present an alternative to estate demolition that should not 
be overlooked. I am in total support of them and their report Central Hill: A Case Study in 
Estate Regeneration.’

Nikita Woolfe
Director and Producer of Concrete Soldiers UK

‘ASH are community focused practitioners who have developed an exemplary approach 
to	the	issue	of	estate	regeneration.	Where	local	authorities	have	significantly	failed	is	in	not	
really listening to or respecting the wishes of a community that has formed on a housing 
estate. Most regeneration schemes are therefore imposed on residents who have little 
or	 no	 benefits,	 with	 the	 worst-case	 scenario	 of	massive	 disruption	 and	 displacement.	
Demolition	should	always	be	a	last	resort,	after	infill	and	refurbishment	and	maintenance	

options are all fully explored. The Central Hill case study produced by ASH is a powerful 
critique of developer- and market-led estate regeneration schemes, which lack vision and 
offer	little	prospect	for	affordable	housing.’

Constantine Gras
Artist in Residence at Lancaster West Estate

‘The rush to exploit the capital potential of social housing seems to have obliterated any 
rational thought or morality in the politicians and local authorities responsible. The ASH 
scheme represents a worked-through plan to return to a sane, rational housing regeneration 
policy that primarily respects the wishes and very real investments of the communities of 
people who are the residents.’

Dr. Stefan Szczelkun
Artist and author of The Conspiracy of Good Taste

‘I’ve no doubt this publication will be an important contribution towards supporting 
residents in resisting the injustices of displacement and dispossession that result from 
estate demolition and redevelopment.’

Jessie Brennan
Artist and author of Regeneration! Conversations, Drawings, Archives and Photographs 

from Robin Hood Gardens

‘This work is extremely useful for raising clear and simple arguments against social 
clearances disguised as urban “regenerations”. The chapter on Community, in particular, 
brilliantly demonstrates with beautiful and accessible images the dishonest propaganda of 
promoters of estate demolition. Thank you for demonstrating that there are alternatives!’

Nicolas Fonty
Architect and Urban Designer, JustMap
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‘In this important report ASH demonstrate how one of London’s seminal post-war housing 
estates	can	be	densified	and	refurbished	to	offer	a	low-cost	and	environmentally	sustainable	
alternative to demolition and re-building, while keeping together the strong bonds of family 
and community built up over several generations. ASH’s thesis is strong and clear, it is 
well-researched, fully costed and borne of wide consultation, receiving backing from 77 
per cent of the residents. This report must be seen by those responsible for providing 
housing,	as	it	offers	them	a	brilliantly	simple	and	affordable	means	to	house	40	per	cent	
more people on the site, in better conditions, for half the cost of new-build. But it must 
also be seen by those architects and others who are complicit in the needless destruction 
of communities, for this report sets a new baseline for intelligent, holistic design they will 
likely be ashamed to read. An intelligent, sensitive, thorough, powerful, brave, important 
and joyful body of work.’

Sam Causer
Architect and Director
Studio Sam Causer

‘This piece of work could not be more timely: I am convinced there is no bigger issue for 
this election, and crucially over the 4 years until the following one. Much of the ward I 
represent – Coldharbour in central Brixton – is comprised of social housing and it is this, 
not the fashionable watering holes of the town centre or the architecturally anomalous and 
substandard	blocks	of	private	and	UN-affordable	housing,	that	make	it	such	a	joyous	and	
extraordinary	place	to	represent	with	its	wonderful	communities,	and	a	fitting	locus	for	the	
battles for social justice it has witnessed. These estates, which include Loughborough, 
Southwyck House (or the ‘barrier block’) and Angell Town, along with democratically 
significant	 buildings	 including	 Brixton	 Recreation	 Centre	 and	 the	 real	 markets,	 are	
undoubtedly at huge risk in the immediate future under the administration’s policies and 
priorities. Having fallen out with said administration over this, over the plan to put fee-
paying gyms in libraries, over the ruination of so many small businesses in the town centre 
and much else besides, I am standing as an Independent after 12 years as a Labour 
councillor. I’ll see Brixton brought to the ground over my dead body, but I’d rather try more 
conventional	means	of	protest	first.	A	piece	of	work	like	this	must	be	essential	reading	for	
everyone who values strong and sustainable communities, and real places and societies 

in which to live. Thank you.’

Rachel Heywood
Independent Councillor for Coldharbour Ward

London Borough of Lambeth

‘We need to actualise cities “ecosophically”, gently, without cutting them open or ripping 
their heart out. It is about letting the city be, doing a lot with very little, where its needed, case 
by case, room by room, apartment by apartment, building by building, garden by garden, 
street	by	street,	connection	by	connection,	so	the	city	can	offer	the	expected	benefits	to	
those who inhabit it. We need to invent a strategy of urban thinking, a blend of architectural 
practice and urbanism in a common continuum, the same discipline, anchored in the 
immediate, of both short and long term, avoiding lunar visions of masterplans. Let’s start 
from what is: peoples’ interiors, the issue of housing, the issue of labour, of enjoyment, 
of	cultivation,	of	 the	 issue	of	housing.	Let’s	offer	 to	each	of	 them:	quantities,	 facilities,	
services,	 the	 necessary	 light	 to	 contemporary	 life.	 Let’s	 add	benefits	 to	what’s	 already	
beneficial.	Let’s	be	wise	and	only	answer	simple	questions.	What	is	already	there?	What	
should be done to facilitate and actualise each thing? The question of inhabiting is primary 
and should not be treated lightly; on the contrary, it should employ all means, connections, 
knowledges, experiences, competences and shapes to answer the essential question about 
the use of the world, its inhabitability. . . . These ideas, which I wrote down in 2007 for the 
study PLUS, are as applicable to London in 2018, where their principles – encapsulated in 
the motto: “Never demolish, never remove or replace, always add, transform, and reuse!” 
– are being put into practice by Architects for Social Housing, whose report, Central Hill: 
A Case Study in Estate Regeneration, I agree with and support.’

Frédéric Druot
Architect and Director

Frédéric Druot Architecture
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1. The Estate Regeneration Programme

In September 2017, as part of our residency at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, 
Architects for Social Housing (ASH) mapped out London’s estate regeneration 
programme.1 Our research identified 237 housing estates that have recently 
undergone, are currently undergoing, or are threatened with regeneration, 
demolition or privatisation with the resulting loss of homes for council or social rent. 
In one borough alone, no less than 9,500 such homes are being lost to Southwark 
council’s estate regeneration programme.2 These figures are not anomalies, but 
accord with the targets of estate regeneration laid out in such policy-defining 
publications as the Institute of Public Policy Research report City Villages (March 
2015), which recommended reclassifying council estates as ‘brownfield land’, or 
the Savills report to Cabinet Completing London’s Streets (January 2016), which 
recommended demolishing the council homes of over 400,000 Londoners.3 In 
practice, if not in name, the estate ‘regeneration’ programme means the demolition 
and redevelopment of estates for capital investment by foreign investors, buy-to-let 
landlords and home ownership. Only a small percentage of the new-builds end up 
as so-called ‘affordable’ housing, and that increasingly means shared-ownership 
properties, rent-to-buy products or affordable rents up to 80 per cent of market 
rate. Few if any homes for social rent are being built to replace the thousands being 
lost. The effect of this programme, which every council in London and increasing 
numbers of local authorities across England are implementing on their housing 
stock, has been described with a term that still causes anger and furious denials 
in those carrying it out, but has been universally adopted by both residents and 
campaigners resisting it: social cleansing.

ASH was set up in March 2015 to offer an architectural alternative to the estate 
regeneration programme, one that addresses London’s need not only for low-cost 
housing to buy but also for more, not less, homes for council and social rent. 
London’s housing crisis is a crisis of affordability, not supply, with the numbers of 
unaffordable, uninhabited prime and sub-prime properties far outstripping demand.4 
Yet the building companies to whom we have handed over the responsibility for 

solving this crisis are making unprecedented profits from spiralling house prices and 
an unregulated private rental market.5 It stands to reason that during such a crisis 
of affordability, which is pushing increasing numbers of Londoners into housing 
poverty and homelessness, the last thing we should be doing is demolishing the 
city’s dwindling number of council estates. 

Nor is it necessary to do so. Through our design alternatives to the demolition of six 
London housing estates, ASH has demonstrated that, without demolishing a single 
home or evicting a single resident, we can increase the housing capacity on these 
estates by between 40 and 50 per cent. In addition, by selling and renting around 
half of the new builds on the private market we can raise the funds necessary 
to carry out the long-neglected maintenance and refurbishment of the existing 
estate, with the other half supplying the homes for council rent we so desperately 
need.6 Not only that, but pricings of our proposals have consistently shown that the 
financial cost of the infill and refurbishment of these estates is a fraction of the cost 
of their demolition and redevelopment.7 

Our aim in drawing up these proposals has been twofold. On the one hand, we 
wanted to provide practical and financially viable options for the refurbishment and 
increased housing capacity of these estates for use by residents in their campaigns 
to try and save their homes and communities. We call this ‘resistance by design’. 
But we also wanted to demonstrate publicly and in detail that, far from being an 
economic necessity enforced by central government cuts to council budgets that 
preclude the maintenance of existing homes or imposed restrictions on borrowing 
against their assets to build new council homes, the estate regeneration programme 
in its current form is a political choice, made in response to the enormous profits 
being made on London’s hugely lucrative housing market.8 

Increasing numbers of architectural practices are being drawn into this programme 
and the housing crisis which, rather than solving, it has done so much to create, 
not only as designers but as mediators between councils and the residents their 
designs will evict from their homes, communities and neighbourhoods.9 In the 
three years ASH has been in practice, the role of the architectural profession in 
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this process has been one of quiet complicity, with an ongoing refusal to look 
outside the parameters of the brief or accept responsibility for its results.10 ASH 
believes this is an abnegation of the duties of the architect, duties that were no 
better met than in the post-war council estates that are being lost to the demolition 
programme, but which envisioned and provided a new model of community living 
actively opposed to the current conception of architecture as embodied capital.

2. The Central Hill Community
In April 2015, ASH was contacted by residents of Central Hill, a council estate in 
Crystal Palace, South London. A core group of around 40 residents had started the 
Save Central Hill Community campaign that February, and were fighting to save 
their homes from demolition at the hands of Lambeth council, which had formally 
added the estate to its six-estate regeneration programme in December 2014. 
Central Hill is an extremely well-designed estate whose masterplan, drawn up by 
architect Rosemary Stjernstedt, a member of Lambeth’s Architects Department 
under Ted Hollamby, is an exemplar of community living and estate planning.11 
Designed in response to Hollamby’s reservations about housing families in tower 
blocks, Central Hill’s low-rise, high-density blocks contain 476 structurally sound 
maisonettes and flats that are home to an established community of over 1,200 
residents, many of whom have lived there since the estate was completed in 1974. 

One of the immediate hurdles we faced was that Lambeth council had prohibited 
residents from using the estate’s community hall except on council business, so 
there was nowhere for us to meet with them. Moreover, the residents who sat on the 
Residents Engagement Panel, which included Lambeth councillors, regeneration 
officers and independent resident advisors, but to which ASH was never invited, 
were not given the means to convey the information for the residents they were 
supposed to be representing. Initially, therefore, we met in a back room of the local 
Gypsy Hill Tavern, where we held workshops with residents that helped us get to 
know the estate and how it worked, as well as listen to their concerns about the 
council’s consultation process. These workshops were complemented by resident-

led tours during which we mapped the estate and its uses, and by November ASH 
had drawn up a series of design proposals and possible initiatives.12 

From this process emerged a new model of consultation. While architectural 
practices typically come into estate regeneration with a fixed set of objectives 
supplied by the landowner for the demolition and rebuilding of the existing estate, 
and then use the consultation process to generate the reasons to justify this, ASH, 
in contrast, started by asking the residents about their needs and wishes, then 
used these to generate objectives and means to bring this about. This is a process 
that moves from the inside to the outside, from the community to a genuine estate 
regeneration that works for the benefit and continuation of the existing community.
In contrast, PRP, the architectural practice that had been commissioned by Lambeth 
council to design the redevelopment options, began their consultation with the 
residents in December 2014 by posting on their Twitter account a photograph 
taken of the estate at night with the caption: ‘Would you walk down this alleyway!’ 
Following our publicity campaign, however, in January 2016 the architectural critic 
for the Guardian, Rowan Moore, published an article illustrated with photographs 
taken by ASH in which he was critical of the council’s plans to demolish Central Hill 
estate.13 In response, Lambeth’s Cabinet Member for Housing retorted with a blog 
post illustrated with a photo of mould in a resident’s home, which he claimed as 
evidence that the estate was ‘broken’.14 That same month the Prime Minister had 
enshrined this emotive narrative of ‘sink estates’, which has no foundation in fact, in 
the government’s Estate Regeneration National Strategy.15 To counter this negative 
propaganda about estate communities, in February 2016 ASH published a series 
of photographs of Central Hill estate bathed in sunshine and filled with life that we 
captioned with stereotypical statements about them being ‘home to criminals’, 
‘troubled families’, ‘poverty traps’, ‘drug-dealing’, and ‘anti-social behaviour’ (see 
Chapter 5).16

Many of these photographs had been taken the previous June at Open Garden 
Estates, a London-wide annual event that ASH has organised for the past three 
years, and which has so far been hosted by 18 estates, including Central Hill, 
that are threatened with demolition.17 Coinciding with the Open Garden Squares 
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weekend organised by the London Parks and Gardens Trust, Open Garden Estates 
is an opportunity for residents to open up their estate’s green areas, communal 
spaces and private gardens to the public, and in doing so help change the widely 
held but inaccurate perception of council estates as ‘concrete jungles’. Walking 
tours for visitors organised by residents and with maps made by ASH show how 
well the estates are designed for community living, and increase awareness of the 
strong and mixed communities that live on them. Above all, it has been a chance 
for estate communities to meet, make connections and organise the campaigns 
to save their homes. The Central Hill community held a barbeque on the slopes of 
their playing grounds, and this allowed large numbers of people to hear about the 
campaign, with over 100 residents and members of the public attending, effectively 
circumventing the council’s closure of the community hall.

In February 2016, ASH presented our architectural proposals for the continuation 
and future of the Central Hill estate community at an exhibition and meeting held at 
Christ Church hall, on Gipsy Hill.18 This meeting also functioned as a consultation 
workshop, with residents and community members writing down their comments 
and opinions about the proposals, which were subsequently incorporated into 
our designs. One of these said: ‘This is the first time architects have taken a real 
interest in the qualities existing’. Attended by over 120 residents and members of 
the Crystal Palace community, the ASH proposals received overwhelming support, 
and continue to be part of the campaign to save the estate from demolition, having 
received over 700 signatures in support of our plans, and a further 2,400 against 
the demolition of the estate.19 A ballot of residents conducted by the campaign 
to save the estate has shown that 77 per cent of residents have voted against 
demolition and for refurbishment.

3. The Alternative to Demolition
ASH’s proposals for Central Hill estate aim to respect and continue the existing 
architecture, both its design intentions and its social vision (see Chapter 1). Nestled 
on the north face of a tree-lined ridge that runs from Sydenham to Norwood, these 

include the democratic access of all residents both to the panoramic views of 
London to the north and the sunlight from the south; the well-proportioned interiors 
designed to an interlocking, stepped design; the numerous outdoor and communal 
spaces; the car-free places where children can play in safety; and the many green 
‘fingers’ that run through the estate, linking it to Crystal Palace and Norwood parks. 
Far from demolishing the estate, ASH believes we should be exporting Central Hill 
as a model of council housing that can meet London’s current housing needs.

ASH’s design proposals were made with three objectives: 

1. The continuation and improvement of the existing estate, with an increase in 
the number of homes; 

2. The generation of the funds to pay for its refurbishment;  
3. The continued existence of the community for which it is home. 

Through a combination of infill new builds on sites identified by residents and roof 
extensions to some of the existing blocks, our designs propose increasing the 
housing capacity of the estate by up to 242 homes. The sale or rent of a percentage 
of these on the private market will provide the funds to refurbish the existing 476 
council homes, as well as increasing the number of homes for council rent. And, 
most importantly of all, these proposals keep the existing estate community together 
while also providing housing for newcomers.20 ASH has consulted Arups, the original 
engineers for Central Hill estate, on the viability of our designs for roof extensions, 
and they have approved our proposal. In addition to these fundamental aims, ASH’s 
designs also propose new community and commercial facilities for the estate, 
improve and expand its green and play areas, and, as part of our refurbishment 
strategy, address design and maintenance issues like refuse disposal, wheelchair 
access, poor lighting, uneven walkways, condensation and leaking roofs, all while 
maintaining and reaffirming the principles of the original design. 

It was important for ASH that our proposals were not merely defensive, and that we 
challenged the suppositions on which Lambeth’s estate regeneration programme 
had been launched in October 2012. In August 2016, therefore, we published an 
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article that counted the costs of demolishing Central Hill estate: socially, to the 
current residents of the estate; financially, both to the council and to residents; and 
environmentally, to the wider Crystal Palace community (see Chapter 2).21

Lambeth council proposes developing the new housing complex under a Special 
Purpose Vehicle (SPV) that will contract out its construction and management to 
private companies.22 Residents fear this will not only lead to the dispersal of the 
Central Hill community, but will replicate the same unaccountability in management 
that led to the fire in Grenfell Tower last year.23 What is certain is that this decision 
has condemned tenants not only to the loss of their secure tenancies but also to 
rent and service charge increases sufficient to exclude many if not all of them from 
exercising their ‘right to return’ to the new development; while the compensation 
offered to leaseholders for their demolished homes is around a quarter of what is 
required to buy their replacements under a shared ownership scheme in which 
they would have no more security than an assured tenancy. Under the terms of the 
SPV, the management of what will become a housing association is contractually 
obliged to extract the greatest profit from a new clientele of property investors, buy-
to-let landlords and home-owners. The social cost of the so-called ‘regeneration’ 
of Central Hill estate, therefore, as on so many other similar schemes, will be the 
break-up of the long-established community and its support networks, and the 
dispersal of its members across the borough and beyond, in some cases out of 
London altogether. 

So what of the financial cost of demolition, which amongst its criteria Lambeth 
council specifies must be ‘good value for money’? In their report to the Cabinet 
Office on estate regeneration, Savills real estate firm, which is advising Lambeth 
council on setting up Homes for Lambeth, estimated the cost of demolishing council 
homes at £50,000 per home.24 This means that demolishing the 456 council homes 
they have targeted on Central Hill estate will cost the council £22.8 million. And at 
an average construction cost of between £225,000 and £240,000 per property – a 
figure quoted to ASH by Karakusevic Carson, the architectural practice working 
on Lambeth council’s Fenwick estate redevelopment scheme – rebuilding the 456 
existing homes alone will cost between £100 million and £110 million. Add on 

design fees and management costs, together with decanting, land acquisition and 
compensation costs, and that figure is likely to be closer to £295,000 per new 
build.25 This means a total cost to the council of over £157 million before a single 
additional property has been built.

In contrast to this huge sum, Robert Martell and Partners, an independent firm of 
chartered surveyors, has undertaken a pricing of ASH’s design proposals, and has 
costed the 242 new builds we have proposed at £45 million. Lambeth council’s 
own surveyor has estimated the cost of refurbishing the estate at £18.5 million – 
around £40,000 per home, £10,000 less than the cost of demolishing them – of 
which £6.2 million for internals is covered by government funding for the Decent 
Homes Standard. Together with external works and services, professional fees 
and contingency funds, Robert Martell and Partners has costed the ASH scheme 
at a total of £77.5 million, less than half the financial cost of merely demolishing 
and rebuilding the existing homes in every one of the redevelopment schemes 
proposed by PRP Architects (see Appendix 1).

As for the environmental cost of demolition, at our request, engineers Model 
Environments produced an ‘Embodied Carbon Estimation for Central Hill Estate’ 
(see Appendix 2), which they published in December 2016, and in which they 
concluded:

‘A conservative estimate for the embodied carbon of Central Hill estate would be 
around 7000 tonnes of CO2e. These are similar emissions to those from heating 600 
detached homes for a year using electric heating, or the emissions savings made 
by the London Mayor’s RE:NEW retro-fitting scheme in a year and a quarter. Annual 
domestic emissions per capita in Lambeth are 1.8 tonnes in 2012. Therefore, the 
emissions associated with the demolition of Central Hill estate equate to the annual 
emissions of over 4,000 Lambeth residents.’26

As Model Environments state, this is a conservative estimate of the effects of 
demolition, and says nothing about the carbon emissions from the redevelopment, 
or from the increased traffic on Crystal Palace’s already overloaded roads from 

http://pdf.euro.savills.co.uk/uk/residential---other/completing-london-s-streets-080116.pdf
https://architectsforsocialhousing.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/central-hill-the-alternative-to-demolition/
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thousands of new residents. In July 2014, at a Housing Committee meeting 
convened by the London Assembly, Chris Jofeh, the Director of Arups, testified that 
it could take 30 years before gaining any environmental benefit from the demolition 
of council estates and their replacement with more energy-efficient buildings.27

4. Viability, Confidentiality & Transparency
So what went wrong? Why, given a design proposal that has been hailed by 
other architects, planners, engineers, quantity surveyors, environmentalists, 
housing campaigners and the residents themselves, even by other politicians, as 
the preferable, most sustainable, most financially prudent, most environmentally 
friendly, most socially just option for the future of Central Hill estate, was it rejected 
out of hand by Lambeth council?

Well, for a start, not a single one of Lambeth’s 63 councillors attended the presentation 
of our proposals in February 2016, not one even of the ward councillors for Crystal 
Palace, including the Cabinet Member for Housing. This wasn’t surprising, as the 
council’s comments on ASH, even before they had seen our proposals, had been 
unremittingly negative. It wasn’t until that May that we were finally able to organise 
a second presentation, this time to the Central Hill estate Residents Engagement 
Panel, at which, once again, not a single Lambeth councillor was present.28 That 
didn’t stop Lambeth council, the following month, from releasing a brief report 
declaring our proposals to be ‘financially unviable’, a claim they backed up with 
a Draft Feasibility Report produced by chartered surveyors Airey Miller.29 Our 
inspection of this report, however, revealed it not only to be based on miscalculated 
figures, inaccurate assessments, false claims and deliberate misunderstandings 
of ASH’s proposal, but that the figures on which its financial feasibility had been 
dismissed were redacted (see Appendix 4). 

The first thing we did in response, therefore, was publish a point-by-point refutation 
of the inaccuracies in the feasibility report on which Lambeth council’s claims were 
based (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 3).30 We never received any response to this. 

Nor were we invited to the subsequent meetings at which the council discussed 
our proposals with the REP. So we also initiated a long struggle, which continues to 
this day, to get Lambeth council to make the redacted financial information public. 
Despite our appeals to both the Greater London Authority and the Information 
Commissioner’s Office, Lambeth council continues to refuse to supply us with this 
information. Their argument for doing so are that the Special Purpose Vehicle under 
which Central Hill estate will be redeveloped, marketed and managed by private 
development partners and financiers is a commercial project; therefore, despite the 
fact that it will lead to the demolition of 456 council homes and the privatisation 
of a council estate of over 1,200 people, not only the financial information about 
the SPV, but also the redacted figures in the feasibility study of ASH’s proposal, is 
‘commercially confidential’. 

In the middle of this struggle for information that should clearly be made public, in 
March 2017, some 8 months after we made our Freedom of Information request 
and 10 months since we had presented our proposals to the Resident Engagement 
Panel, Lambeth Cabinet announced its decision to demolish Central Hill estate. 
Objections to the decision by residents and campaigners, who used the evidence 
of the report by Model Environments, were dismissed out of hand and for the last 
time at the overview and scrutiny hearing the following May.31 Finally, therefore, 
in October 2017, ASH published a long report on the rejection of our Freedom of 
Information request and the cloak of commercial confidentiality behind which our 
proposal for the refurbishment, infill and maintenance of Central Hill estate has 
been dismissed by Lambeth council without verifiable justification or recourse to 
public scrutiny (see Chapter 4).32

5. The Housing Crisis
There is nothing in the Mayor’s London Plan or the Greater London Authority’s Good 
Practice Guide to Estate Regeneration, in the Government’s Estate Regeneration 
National Strategy, the Housing and Planning Act 2016 or in the housing manifestos 
of the Conservative, Labour or Liberal Democrat parties that will do anything to 
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stop other estates being demolished on the same grounds, through the same or 
a similar process, and with the same results.33 We already have examples of what 
these will be in such notorious ‘regenerations’ as those implemented against the 
residents of the Ferrier, Heygate, West Hendon and Woodberry Down estates: the 
demolition of London’s council and social housing stock in the middle of a crisis of 
housing affordability; its replacement with properties for capital investment, buy-
to-let and home ownership unaffordable either to the existing residents or to most 
Londoners; the privatisation of the new developments and their management; the 
social cleansing of the existing communities from their homes; the driving up of 
London house prices to some of the most expensive in the world; and the increase 
in the number of Londoners being driven onto an unregulated private rental market 
that is causing increased housing poverty and homelessness.

London house prices have risen by 86 per cent since 2009, and at an average asking 
price of over £600,000 now cost more than seventeen times the average London 
salary of £35,000.34 In Inner London that price rises to around £970,000. Home 
ownership in the UK, which peaked at 71 per cent in 2003, has been declining ever 
since and now stands at 63 per cent, with only 47 per cent of Londoners having 
a mortgage or owning their own home.35 Meanwhile, rents on London’s private 
market, which 20 per cent of British households now live in, 30 per cent in London, 
have risen to an average of £1,532 per month in January 2018, more than twice the 
national average. 36 The total rent paid by UK tenants last year rose to £51.6 billion, 
more than double the £22.6 billion paid in 2007.37 Millennials, born between 1977 
and 1995, paid £30.2 billion of that rent, which is more than three times the £9.7 
billion they spent in 2007. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation has predicted that 
over the next quarter of a century rents will rise at twice the rate of incomes, and 
renters will be twice as likely to live in poverty.38

As a result of this huge escalation in the cost of housing, at the end of last year 
the charity Shelter estimated that there are now 307,000 people in Britain who are 
homeless – meaning accommodated in temporary housing, bed & breakfasts and 
homeless hostels or sleeping rough.39 That’s one in every 208 of the UK population. 
In London, where 165,000 of those people are homeless, that figure rises to 1 in 

every 59. These numbers, however, don’t include the hidden homeless, with an 
estimated 1 in 5 people under the age of 25 having couch-surfed over the past year, 
a quarter of a million of them in London. This trend is predicted to increase, with 
Shelter warning that more than a million UK households are at risk of becoming 
homeless by 2020. Across Britain, the homes of 41 per cent of semi-skilled and 
unskilled workers, and 31 per cent of skilled workers, fail to meet the criterion 
for affordability under Shelter’s Living Home Standard; while in London that figure 
rises to 56 per cent of all homes.40 

If we are to come up with real solutions to London’s housing crisis it is vital that we 
change the current programme of estate regeneration. Existing legislation has been 
written to accommodate the demands of the housing market for greater profits, not 
the needs of Londoners for housing they can afford. The solutions to this crisis 
proposed by all three major political parties are all in agreement that building more 
properties will reduce prices; but while the law of supply and demand describes 
a capitalist myth of competitive markets responding to human needs, London’s 
financialised housing market, flooded by global capital, is driven by the profit 
margins of investors demanding high returns on secure investments. 

More than 100,000 UK land titles are registered to anonymous companies in British 
oversees territories such as the Virgin Islands, and at least £170 billion worth of 
properties has been acquired by offshore companies in the 10 years between 2005 
and 2014.41 Transparency International has been unable to identify the real owners 
of more than half of the 44,000 land titles registered to oversees companies, but 9 
out of 10 of the properties were bought through tax havens.42 An extraordinary 30 
percent of properties sold in London in 2017 were bought by overseas investors. 
At the high end of the market that increased to over 50 per cent. Building more 
properties for capital investment, buy-to-let landlords and home ownership has 
pushed, and will continue to push, house and rental prices up, and yet that is 
precisely what the councils, housing associations, property developers, estate 
agents, architects and builders given the task of solving the housing crisis are 
doing. If we want to solve this crisis we need to start by changing UK legislation 
and policy at central and local government level so that the nation’s housing supply 
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is brought under the direction of the needs of its citizens, not the profits of investors 
and speculators. Until we do, far from solving the housing crisis, the programme of 
estate regeneration will continue to reproduce and expand it across the UK.43

In its place, ASH offers a model of estate regeneration that we have developed in 
our design proposals for the infill and refurbishment of six London housing estates, 
and which addresses some of the worst effects of this crisis: building the homes 
Londoners present and future can afford to rent or buy; increasing the supply of 
homes for council and social rent; generating the funds to refurbish the existing 
homes; and, above all, ensuring long-standing communities and their support 
networks remain together. Ideologically opposed to the property speculation, land-
banking, privatisation of public land and assets and social cleansing that has made 
London’s housing market a subject for investigation by the United Nations into 
abuse of human rights, we believe the ASH model of estate regeneration provides 
the most socially, financially and environmentally sustainable solution to the housing 
needs of all Londoners.44

Simon Elmer and Geraldine Dening
Architects for Social Housing
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